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2. The Recipe of Non{associative Geometry
The basic object in non{associative geometry is an L{cycle (g;h;D;; ) ;which
consists of a {representation  of a unitary Lie algebra g in bounded operators
on a Hilbert space h; together with a selfadjoint operator D on h with compact




; which commutes with (a)
and anticommutes with D: The operator D may be unbounded, but such that
[D;(g)] is bounded. L{cycles are naturally related to physical models if the
following input data are given:
1) The (Lie) group of local gauge transformations G :
2) Chiral fermions  transforming under a representation ~ of G :
3) The fermionic mass matrix
f
M ; i.e. fermion masses plus generalized
Kobayashi{Maskawa matrices.
4) Possibly the symmetry breaking pattern of G :
Take g = C
1
(X)
 a as the Lie algebra of G ; where a is a matrix Lie algebra
and C
1
(X) the algebra of smooth functions on the (compact Euclidian) space{





as the completion of the Euclidian
fermions, where L
2
(X;S) is the Hilbert space of square integrable bispinors. Take
 = 1
 ^ as the dierential ~


















M on chiral fermions. The chirality properties of the






The recipe towards the (classical) gauge eld theory associated to the L{cycle
is the following: Let 
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Dene for n 2
^(J
n







a\ker ^ g : (3)





















































































































































































































































is the space of dierential k{forms represented by gamma matrices.
































where d is the exterior dierential and ^ the extension to elements of the form
(6). Select the representative e() orthogonal to J
2




















The trace includes the trace in M
F
C and over gamma matrices. Compute the




























Our constructions requires that the mass matrices of all fermions of the same
type, including the neutrinos, are dierent from zero and non{degenerated. In
particular, the Kobayashi{Maskawa matrix in both the quark and the lepton
sector must be non{trivial. This is necessary to avoid certain degeneracy eects.
The matrix Lie algebra of the standard model is
a= su(3) su(2)u(1) :
The Hilbert space is C
48
; because we need right neutrinos. We label elements of
C
48














































































































































































































































































































































C are the mass matrices of the fermions. It is easy


















































































































































































































































The matrix (10) is the general form of an element of ^(

1
a) : The grading operator
is
^





































 ; ^(a)] = 0 ; f
^




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































; see (11). On the other hand,
^(!
1






= 0 : Obviously, each matrix
of the form (14) can be represented as ^(!
1














] : : :] 2
ker ^ : Therefore, each element of ^(J
2



































































It is clear that (16) is orthogonal to ^(J
2
a) :
Next, we need the structure of the space f^(a); ^(a)g : A simple calculation
yields for elements of f^(a); ^(a)g the form






































































































































































































































































































































































For generic mass matrices, equations (5) have the solution j
0























































































































a orthogonal to j
2











































































































































































































































































Now we include the four dimensional Riemannian spin manifold X and choose






: The connection form  has due to (6),










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































g are the Pauli matrices and f
a























; tr(1) = 4
and performing a Wick rotation to Minkowski space we obtain for (21) precisely
the bosonic action of the standard model, see [12]. Here, the Weinberg angle 
W
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where m
t
is the mass of the top quark. Here we have neglected the other fermion
masses against m
t
: The analogous relations in non{commutative geometry read
























Inserting (20) and (22) into the fermionic action in (8) we arrive after a Wick
rotation to Minkowski space and imposing the chirality condition  h = h at the
usual fermionic action of the standard model [12].
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